WHITE  ROSE  OR WHITE  HORSE?
That was Jacobitism at its best, and at its best it was one
of the finest sentiments Britain has ever known.1
The story of the actual campaign of the Fifteen has
been told too often to require repetition.2 It is a record
of blunders; for instead of concerted action in the West,
the North, and in Scotland, there was no co-ordination,
and the movement was crushed piecemeal. In spite of
the certainty of failure, however, James came to share the
sufferings of those who were fighting for him, an attitude
which in these latter days does not always commend itself
to illustrious exiles. Nevertheless, the failure of the
Fifteen settled nothing. The Jacobites of Scotland, un-
like those of England, had not been beaten in the field,
but had just dispersed, and the authorities were under
no illusion but that they would one day strike another
blow. Even in the South loyalty to Janies served as a
rallying-point of opposition, and the Government could
never be quite sure that those who were continually
toasting the "King over the water" might not one day
be persuaded to draw the sword rather than the cork.
Eternal vigilance was the price which the Elector of
Hanover had to pay for being de facto King of Great
Britain, France, and Ireland, and it is extremely doubtful
whether, to the day of his death he regarded himself as
more than a temporary occupant of the English throne.
Certainly he never took the trouble to acquaint himself
with the language or institutions of his new subjects.
It is a serious, if not uncommon, mistake to suppose
that Jacobitism even in England was dead between 1715
and 1745. One scheme after another was concocted for
a rising with foreign support. Until the death of
1	cf. Skeet, F. J. A.:   The Life of James, third Earl of Derwentwater, and
Charles, fifth Earl of Derwentwater, passim.
2	cf. the present author's The Jacobite Movement, pp. 127-148.
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